Creating a Distributed Energy Economy

Brunswick Landing – Brunswick, ME
Village Green Ventures: Company Synopsis

• What We Believe
  – Resource and environmental challenges are real
  – Distributed solutions are the answer
  – Market-proven alternatives do exist
  – It takes a village to effect this change
  – Adding value to the market is critical

• What We Do
  – Develop clean tech projects
  – Team with technology providers
  – Collaborate with community stakeholders
  – Bring finance to market opportunities
Brunswick Landing a Great Place to Develop
Clean Tech Grid of the Future – MRRA/NREL
Systems Must Be Built One Block at a Time – Biomass / Anaerobic Digestion a Cornerstone
Brunswick Landing ADS Expected to Provide Local Benefit by Enabling Regional Growth

Kick-start Clean Energy Center

ADS expected to provide Brunswick Landing with the cheapest energy available in region

Support Base Redevelopment

ADS will provide Brunswick Landing with green & sustainable energy which should improve attractiveness of campus

Address Maine’s Zero waste goal

ADS projected to reduce regional waste removal costs and help extend the life of regional landfills
Distributed Generation is Approaching A Tipping Point – How Will Utilities Respond?

Avoid the Self-Fulfilling Prophecy of the Utility Death Spiral
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